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QUESTION I
“One of the most curious aspects ofconstitutional history is the perception that nothing in
constitutional law existed before Marbury v. Madison. In fact, the true basis for understanding the
dilemma ofgoverning in a constitutional republic (that is, given theconstraints ofthe Constitution)
is found in the seriatim opinions in Calder v. Bull,which both encapsulate thedilemma and prophesy
the future of constitutional interpretation. This is made perfectly clear in Marshall’s opinion in
F/etcher v. Peck, which is a final attempt to solve the dilemma ofrulers and ruled in the American
republic.” Discuss.
QUESTtQN II
“In 1906, in the Harvard Law Review, a Harvard Law Professor and legal formalist named
Joseph Beak wrote, ‘The function ofchanging the law has never been committed by the sovereign
to thejudge, and consciously to make a change in the law would be a usurpation on the part ofthe
judge.’ Two years later, Roscoe Pound, who would become Dean at Harvard in 1910, wrote an
article attacking“mechanicaljurisprudence.” Pound claimed that mechanicaijurisprudence ‘regarded
artificiality in law as an end,’ and those engaged in such ajurisprudence forgot that the purpose of
law was the administration of justice. It was to be replaced by sociological jurisprudence.
Sociological jurisprudence meant the following: ‘The sociological movement in jurisprudence is a
movement for pragmatism as aphilosophy oflaw; for the adjustment ofprinciples and doctrines to
the human conditions they are to govern rather than to assumed first principles; for putting the
human factor in the central place and relegating logic to its true position as an instrument.’ Even so,
Pound wrote, law remained scientific ‘in order to eliminate so far as may be the personal equation
in judicial administration to preclude corruption and to limit the dangerous possibilities of
magisterialignorance.’ The problem is that, asBeale recognized, once you eliminated the distinction
between ‘law’ and ‘judicial decisions,” the most important criterion for determining whether
something constituted law was not whetherit was just, but whetherit could be enforced.” Discuss.
END OF EXAM

